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Sean Grady 
“Because I still think there is much work to be done, and want to help it happen. Zowe had a 
great first year in which we saw the creation of a conformance program, Zowe meetups, the 
defining of a long-term-support roadmap, and increasing interest in new & existing projects 
seeking inclusion into Zowe and/or the OMP.  During that time I worked across group 
boundaries to help understand the common challenges and determine solutions at the ZLC level 
to keep the community and software running smoothly. In the next 2 years, I hope to help Zowe 
continue to grow, not just in terms of features and components but also in terms of contributors 
and companies involved. I want to see companies start using Zowe and to become comfortable 
with it. And for all of these wishes, I believe that there is a continued need for people in the ZLC 
such as myself that are passionate to make these goals come true.” 

Bruce Armstrong 
Bruce has been involved in Zowe since the early days and feels strongly the project is important to the 
z/OS platform and the ecosystem of software vendors and system integrators. Bruce enjoys working 
across the diverse teams and being part of something that is changing the IT landscape.  

Sujay Solomon 
“My qualifications and motivation to be on the ZLC: I believe in Zowe's mission of making the 
mainframe accessible like any other platform and this is something I've been evangelizing with 
the largest mainframe users for the last year or so. I deeply understand the value it brings to 
users, but also understand the roadblocks that exist. I'd like to bring this user perspective that 
I've gained in helping shape Zowe in the next year.” 

Peter Fandel 
“I have had several years experience managing the lab at Rocket porting open source 
languages and tools to z/OS and am very familiar with the perspective of the mainframe 
user community vis-a-vis open source.  As product manager for Zowe and other open 
source efforts at Rocket, the success of Zowe is of primary importance to me.  As former 
product manager for IZSME and newly minted product manager for UMS, both of which rely 
on Zowe as prerequisites, I have additional reasons to care deeply about Zowe.” 



Joe Winchester 
“I have been involved with Zowe since its inception, before that working on mainframe tools for 
over ten years including open source Java and Eclipse projects.  I am the Zowe onboarders 
squad lead and in 2019 presented on Zowe at seven different conferences worldwide, was a 
panelist on five Zowe webinars, am active on social media promoting Zowe, and daily on slack 
and e-mails engaging with Zowe users, committers, and extenders.  I have been a recent 
member ZLC member for two months since Matt Hogstrom stepped aside, and have helped to 
create the Zowe LTS strategy as well as update the Zowe conformance program and initiate 
discussions for a Zowe logo refresh. I work alongside the other Zowe squad members through 
Zowe architecture group calls to help drive cross squad issues such as installation, where in 
April 2019 with help from others in the community initiated the formation of the Zowe Cupids 
squad to componentize Zowe in readiness for SMP/E enterprise installation and support.” 

Mark Ackert 


